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1999 Discussion of Configuring a Linear Collider for e− e− Collisions
The basis issues and background were reviewed in the 1999 paper on the same subject 2 . In that paper three operational requirements were considered:
-Modest additional capital cost -Quick changeover to e -e --Quick return to e + e -operation.
It was assumed that e -e -operation would take place alternately with standard e + e -operations and with minimum interference in terms of changeover times.
The main hardware addition to the machine was another e-source for polarized electrons. The basic technical components were: -Add a new polarized e − source -Bypass line for positron target -Reversal scheme for all magnets where e − will travel through e + sections in the same direction -Fully automated or semi-automated electromagnetic polarity reversal -Re-match phase at injection to the e + main linac.
Most of the changes lie in the Positron Injection area. Main Linacs primarily have only quads that do not have to be reversed. The Beam Delivery area is long but relatively sparsely populated compared with Injection. The Positron Injection magnets in the baseline model of the NLC are summarized in Table 1 3 . 
Features:
-Systems switchover requires zero down time.
-Systems are always tuned.
-True parasitic running possible. -Interleaved ML operation possible (though perhaps too complex in reality).
-More physics options available in one or both IR's.
-Initial civil work if on same side would be less costly.
-Construction at later date could be completely non-interfering.
-Flexibility of programming and operational non-interference is optimized.
-An ideal solution if money were no object. Since e -e -is supposed to be low cost parasitic feature, relatively high cost probably rules out.
New Considerations Since 1999
In 1999 and 2000 there was a large R&D investment in permanent magnets to cut costs by eliminating power systems and cabling. Since that time, these efforts have been curtailed because of the difficult mechanical requirements for permanent magnet alignment and trimming, the latter requiring a complex mechanical mover. In the end there was no clear cost advantage. At the same time, electromagnets were shown able to meet the NLC alignment requirements and therefore are still the Baseline model.
If one adopts a rule that there will be no permanent magnets in the Injection system, then Fig. 1 , the Polarity Reversal Model, becomes the system of choice. To reverse electromagnets, all of these magnets could be driven from bipolar power supplies of an H-bridge IGBT design, such that mechanical reversing involving cables is avoided entirely. This efficient design can be accomplished at an acceptable additional cost over a unipolar supply, although power supplies will be somewhat bulkier due to requiring a line-transformer for isolation rather than running a switching inverter right off the AC line 4 .
Discussion
It is unlikely that e − e − operation would run parasitically, as once envisaged, i.e. operating during downtimes in e + e − operation. The fact that e − e − would share most of the critical parts except for the target, and that a redundant target is planned for just such an eventuality, suggests that e − e − will operate on a regular program schedule with a negotiated priority.
The polarity reversal model appears to be the easiest and possibly lowest cost solution if the following rules are adopted:
1. Use only electromagnets in sections requiring polarity reversal (no permanent magnets in P/MDR, turnaround bends & correctors.) 2. Use modern IGBT switched H-bridge power supplies to drive either polarity smoothly with modest additional cost.* Re-standardization upon switching polarity can be accomplished quickly if built into initial design of control system. With the machine already warm, and with stored configurations downloadable, tuning after switchover should be recoverable relatively quickly. Studies of controls models should be carried out to confirm these assumptions.
Recommendations & Conclusions
The following tasks are recommended to qualify the e -e -system concept, identify performance issues and R&D tasks for the near term, and quantify estimated costs:
1 Since the LC has progressed tremendously since 1999 and appears to have a good chance of being built, it is time to invest effort into a serious conceptual design and cost model for the e-e-upgrade.
